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General Chemistry Fourth Edition
Silberberg's Principles of General Chemistry offers students the same
authoritative topic coverage as its parent text, Chemistry: The Molecular Nature
of Matter and Change. The Principles text allows for succinct coverage of content
with minimal emphasis on pedagogic learning aids. This more streamlined
approach to learning appeals to today's efficiency-minded, value-conscious
instructors and students without sacrificing depth, clarity, or rigor.
Organic Chemistry, 3rd Edition offers success in organic chemistry requires
mastery in two core aspects: fundamental concepts and the skills needed to
apply those concepts and solve problems. Students must learn to become
proficient at approaching new situations methodically, based on a repertoire of
skills. These skills are vital for successful problem solving in organic chemistry.
Existing textbooks provide extensive coverage of the principles but there is far
less emphasis on the skills needed to actually solve problems.
This general, organic, and biochemistry text has been written for students
preparing for careers in health-related fields such as nursing, dental hygiene,
nutrition, medical technology, and occupational therapy. It is also suited for
students majoring in other fields where it is important to have an understanding of
the basics of chemistry. Students need have no previous background in
chemistry, but should possess basic math skills. The text features numerous
helpful problems and learning features.
KEY BENEFIT:Basic Chemistry, Second Editionis a text for the preparatory
chemistry course that gives readers the problem-solving tools and techniques
needed to be successful in future chemistry courses and in the work force. The
book’s unique Guide to Problem-Solving strategy provides a visual, step-by-step
plan that helps readers solve a wide variety of problems. Sample and practice
problems throughout each chapter allow readers of various levels and learning
styles to practice and master quantitative skills.Chemistry in Our Lives,
Measurements, Matter and Energy, Atoms and Elements, Names and Formulas
of Compounds, Moles and Chemical Quantities, Chemical Reactions and
Equations, Quantities in Chemical Reactions, Atomic Structure and Periodic
Trends, Molecular Structures in Liquids and Solids, Gases and Their Properties,
Solutions, Chemical Equilibrium, Acids and Bases, Oxidation- Reduction:
Transfer of Electrons, Nuclear Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, BiochemistryFor all
readers interested in preparatory chemistry.
The canonical ensemble - Other ensembles and fluctuations - Boltzmann
statistics, fermi-dirac statistics, and bose-einstein statistics - Ideal monatomic gas
- Ideal diatomic - Classical statistical mechanics - Ideal polyatomic - Chemical
equilibrium - Quantum statistics - Crystals - Imperfect gases - Distribution
functions in classical monatomic liquids - Perturbation theories of liquids Solutions of strong electrolytes - Kinetic theory of gases and molecular collisions
- Continuum mechanics - Kinetic theory of-gases and the boltzmann equation Page 1/5
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Transport processes in dilute gases - Theory of brownian motion - The timecorrelation function formalism.
"Atoms First seems to be the flavor of the year in chemistry textbooks, but many
of them seem to be little more than rearrangement of the chapters. It takes a
master like McQuarrie to go back to the drawing board and create a logical
development from smallest to largest that makes sense to students."---Hal Harris,
University of Missouri-St. Louis "McQuarrie's book is extremely well written, the
order of topics is logical, and it does a great job with both introductory material
and more advanced concepts. Students of all skill levels will be able to learn from
this book."---Mark Kearley, Florida State University This new fourth edition of
General Chemistry takes an atoms-first approach from beginning to end. In the
tradition of McQuarrie's many previous works, it promises to be another groundbreaking text. This superb new book combines the clear writing and wonderful
problems that have made McQuarrie famous among chemistry professors and
students worldwide. Presented in an elegant design with all-new illustrations, it is
available in a soft-cover edition to offer professors a fresh choice at an
outstanding value. Student supplements include an online series of descriptive
chemistry Interchapters, a Student Solutions Manual, and an optional state-of-theart Online Homework program. For adopting professors, an Instructor's Manual
and a CD of the art are also available.
Some printings include access code card, "Mastering Chemistry."
All general chemistry students face similar challenges but they use their textbook
to meet those challenges in different ways. Some read chapters from beginning
to end, some consult the book as a reference, and some look to the book for
problem-solving help. Chemistry: The Science in Context, Third Edition was
written and designed to help every kind of student, regardless of how they use
the book.
A leading book for 80 years, Silbey's Physical Chemistry features exceptionally
clear explanations of the concepts and methods of physical chemistry for
students who have had a year of calculus and a year of physics. The basic theory
of chemistry is presented from the viewpoint of academic physical chemists, but
the many practical applications of physical chemistry are integrated throughout
the text. The problems in the text also reflect a skillful blend of theory and
practical applications. This text is ideally suited for a standard undergraduate
physical chemistry course taken by chemistry, chemical engineering, and
biochemistry majors in their junior or senior year.
Researchers in chemistry, chemical engineering, pharmaceutical science,
forensics, and environmental science make routine use of chemical analysis, but
the information these researchers need is often scattered in different sources and
difficult to access. The CRC Handbook of Basic Tables for Chemical Analysis:
Data-Driven Methods and Interpretation, Fourth Edition is a one-stop reference
that presents updated data in a handy format specifically designed for use when
reaching a decision point in designing an analysis or interpreting results. This
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new edition offers expanded coverage of calibration and uncertainty, and
continues to include the critical information scientists rely on to perform accurate
analysis. Enhancements to the Fourth Edition: Compiles a huge array of useful
and important data into a single, convenient source Explanatory text provides
context for data and guidelines on applications Coalesces information from
several different fields Provides information on the most useful "wet" chemistry
methods as well as instrumental techniques, with an expanded discussion of
laboratory safety Contains information of historical importance necessary to
interpret the literature and understand current methodology. Unmatched in its
coverage of the range of information scientists need in the lab, this resource will
be referred to again and again by practitioners who need quick, easy access to
the data that forms the basis for experimentation and analysis.
CHEMISTRY FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS, connects chemistry to
engineering, math, and physics; includes problems and applications specific to
engineering; and offers realistic worked problems in every chapter that speak to
your interests as a future engineer. Packed with built-in study tools, this textbook
gives you the resources you need to master the material and succeed in the
course. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"Compatible with standard taper miniscale, 14/10 standard taper microscale,
Williamson microscale. Supports guided inquiry"--Cover.
By Brandon J. Cruickshank (Northern Arizona University) and Raymond Chang is a success
guide written for use with General Chemistry. It aims to help students hone their analytical and
problem-solving skills by presenting detailed approaches to solving chemical problems.
Solutions for all of the text’s even-numbered problems are included.
Chemistry, Fourth Edition, by Julia Burdge offers a clear writing style written with the students
in mind. Julia uses her experience of teaching hundreds of general chemistry students per year
and creates content to offer more in-depth explanation in areas where she knows they have
problems. Continuing in the Burdge tradition, the fourth edition maintains an outstanding art
program, a consistent problem-solving approach, interesting applications woven throughout the
chapters, and a wide range of end-of-chapter problems.
Drawing on 20 years of teaching allied health and pre-professional students, authors Laura
Frost and Todd Deal have created this innovative new text for your GOB chemistry course.
General, organic, and biological chemistry topics are integrated throughout each chapter in a
manner that immediately relates chemistry to your future allied health career and everyday life.
General, Organic, and Biological Chemistry: An Integrated Approach introduces the problemsolving skills you will need to assess situations critically on the job. Unique guided-inquiry
activities are incorporated after each chapter, guiding you through an exploration of the
information to develop chemical concepts, and then apply the developed concept to further
examples.
Chemistry provides a robust coverage of the different branches of chemistry - with unique
depth in organic chemistry in an introductory text - helping students to develop a solid
understanding of chemical principles, how they interconnect and how they can be applied to
our lives. "Covers Physical Chemistry in an accessible format for first years...good for covering
the gap between varied levels of knowledge from different schools' curricula and the mcuh
more demanding University courses." - Dr Ritu Kataky, DEPT OF CHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY
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OF DURHAM
This comprehensive lab manual contains a wide array of experiments without sacrificing
organizational clarity and includes categories on Energy, Kinetics, and Equilibrium. All
experiments have undergone significant testing before being finalized, and many microscale
experiments have been added to allow for more efficient and cost-effective means of
conducting experiments.
"The goal of POGIL [Process-orientated guided-inquiry learning] is to engage students in the
learning process, helping them to master the material through conceptual understanding
(rather than by memorizing and patterm matching), as they work to develop essential learning
skills." -- P. v.
The Practice of Medicinal Chemistry, Fourth Edition provides a practical and comprehensive
overview of the daily issues facing pharmaceutical researchers and chemists. In addition to its
thorough treatment of basic medicinal chemistry principles, this updated edition has been
revised to provide new and expanded coverage of the latest technologies and approaches in
drug discovery. With topics like high content screening, scoring, docking, binding free energy
calculations, polypharmacology, QSAR, chemical collections and databases, and much more,
this book is the go-to reference for all academic and pharmaceutical researchers who need a
complete understanding of medicinal chemistry and its application to drug discovery and
development. Includes updated and expanded material on systems biology, chemogenomics,
computer-aided drug design, and other important recent advances in the field Incorporates
extensive color figures, case studies, and practical examples to help users gain a further
understanding of key concepts Provides high-quality content in a comprehensive manner,
including contributions from international chapter authors to illustrate the global nature of
medicinal chemistry and drug development research An image bank is available for instructors
at www.textbooks.elsevier.com
General ChemistryUniv Science Books
This text is comprised of Chapters 12-26 of Stoker's, GENERAL, ORGANIC, AND
BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, 6e. Like the longer book, ORGANIC AND BIOLOGICAL
CHEMISTRY, 6e emphasizes the applications of chemistry, minimizes complicated
mathematics, and is written throughout to help students succeed in the course and master the
biochemistry content that is so important to their future careers. The Six Edition's clear
explanations, visual support, and effective pedagogy combine to make the text ideal for allied
health majors. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A thorough revision of this successful problem book, providing a clear, concise, and careful
presentation of simple and direct methods for solving numerical problems that illustrate
chemical principlesnbsp;.nbsp;.nbsp;.nbsp;using dimensional analysis throughout and
including numerous worked examples. Strict adherence to significant figures is observed in
numerical solutions; problems are presented with difficulty levels ranging from straightforward
to challenging-with answers to all numerical problems found in an appendix. Also introduces SI
units.
Chemistry, science, stoichiometry, thermodynamics, organic chemistry.
Adapted from Nivaldo J. Tro's best-selling general chemistry book, Principles of Chemistry: A
Molecular Approach focuses exclusively on the core concepts of general chemistry without
sacrificing depth or relevance. Tro's unprecedented two- and three-column problem-solving
approach is used throughout to give students sufficient practice in this fundamental skill. A
unique integration of macroscopic, molecular, and symbolic illustrations helps students to
visualize the various dimensions of chemistry; Tro's engaging writing style captures student's
attention with relevant applications. The Second Edition offers a wealth of new and revised
problems, approximately 50 new conceptual connections, an updated art program throughout,
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and is available with MasteringChemistry®, the most advanced online tutorial and assessment
program available. This package contains: Principles of Chemistry: A Molecular Approach,
Second Edition
Olmsted/Burk Chemistry, Second Canadian Edition is an introductory general chemistry text
designed specifically with Canadian instructors and students in mind. Canadian content in the
form of SI units, IUPAC standards and research content more accurately reflects the discipline
of Canadian chemistry, distinguishing this text from current text offerings which are primarily
American. Canadian chemistry instructors will find this text sufficiently rigorous while still
engaging and retaining student interest with accessible language, a concise and easy-to-use
presentation of information, and a clear problem-solving program--without an excess of
material that makes most texts appear daunting and redundant. This second edition includes
more organic chemistry coverage, multi-concept problems, and increased student pedagogy.
This text is different--by design. By relating fundamental concepts of general, organic, and
biological chemistry to the everyday world, Jan Smith effectively engages students with
bulleted lists, extensive illustrations, and step-by-step problem solving. Smith writes with an
approach that delivers need-to-know information in a succinct style for today’s students.
Armed with an excellent illustration program full of macro-to-micro art, as well as many
applications to biological, medical, consumer, and environmental topics, this book is a
powerhouse of learning for students.
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